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Ultralight Synthetic 
Game Bags 

The Finest Meat Care System 
Available 

Congratulations on your purchase of the only patented game bags! 
We at Caribou Gear Outdoor Equipment Company, would like to thank you for purchasing the finest meat care system made. 
It is our goal in manufacturing the most innovative products available for your hunting success. 

No need to “Condition” your Ultra Light Big Game Bags! 
If you like, label game bags as needed on label at the side of each game bag, “Your Name”, Species – Deer, Moose, etc, and bag content 
according to bag dimensions - ribs, cape, etc. you're now ready to hunt! 

Note: Be sure to take special care of sharp saw cuts against the game bag as it may cut through the bag, we suggest that all leg joints be knife 
cut.  Do not hang full bags from lock loops, use lock loops only for drying or attaching Big Game ID Tags. 

1. Game Meat After deboning and or quartering your harvest, place the clean meat in the proper sized game bags. 

2. Big Game ID Tags Fill out and attach ID tags with the proper identification of the bag content, this is especially helpful if there are 
more than one harvested animals in camp or on guided hunts when necessary to send game meat to public coolers. 

3. Camp Meat Bag - Dinner the Day of Harvest (Included in your Big Game Bag Pack or sold separately) 
Our Big Game Packs also contain a 2 mil plastic bag and a plastic tie for use with your camp meat bag, place your choice meat cut in the 
plastic bag, attach twist tie (included) then insert the plastic bag and content into the small camp meat bag, place in backpack for easy 
transport for dinner back at camp, eat what you like then empty contents of the plastic bag into the camp meat bag and hang with the rest of 
your game bags or simply take the camp meat bag and plastic contained meat bag and submerge in cold lake or stream. 

4. When Hanging Meat Quarters it is recommended that you place a desired length of rope/cord (approx. 6 feet long) through and or 
around the shank and tendon of the leg making sure that the knot is adequate as it will need to support a great deal of weight. 
(This step is only necessary if you intend on hanging the meat or quarters) 

5. Reflective Ribbon On that return trip for the last load be sure to have bags positioned in the direction of the trail, in the event that you 
may have to locate the game bags in the dark. On the meat pole be sure that the bags are rotated in a manner that allows for best nighttime 
viewing of the reflective ribbon from camp. 

6. Keeping Flies Out Gather the excess material of the game bag and wrap the bag a few times with the pull string cord, place the end of 
the pull string back through one of the created loops and pull up on the cord making it tight. (Use Game Bag Spray - sold separately) 

7. While Afield Meat Care is extremely important, be sure to remove, rinse, and dry the game bags after the game quarters are hanging 
on the meat pole in available water, removing as much of the dry blood and soil off the bags, allow approximately one hour to dry 
(pending weather conditions) to help retard meat spoilage and keep insects off, spray down the meat with citric acid spray (sold 
separately) while bags are drying. Re-bag the hanging meat quarters, this is necessary for game bags breathability. 

Bear Country 
8. When hanging your game bags with the meat content, remember to place bags 50–100 yards from camp and within clear view, take every 

pre caution to place content away from thick underbrush or game trails. 

9. Wash Dirty Game Bags for continued years of field use it is important that you care for the game bags during and after each hunt, do 
not allow the game bags to remain dirty for an extended period of time. 
Wash the game bags by submerging in a bucket with cold water and dish soap for a 1/2 hour and repeat as needed, be sure to remove 
meat particles and debris from bag after every rinse. For a final wash by machine or bucket, add detergent and bleach in cold or warm 
water until clean, rinse and hang dry. (Check for odor for safe use in bear country) Although the game bags are stain resistant they are not 
stain proof, the game bags may retain some soil discoloration. Fold and store in orange and black cargo bag. 

Warning; The information given is a courtesy to you, in helping you fulfill your hunting and fishing adventure in a 
safe and successful manner. We at Caribou Gear cannot be held liable in any form for the inherent dangers 

of Big Game Hunting and Fishing or difficulties of field meat care. 

“Good Luck In All Your Hunting and Fishing Adventures” 
For more tips and information go to: WWW.CARIBOUGEAR.COM 

Caribou Gear Outdoor Equipment Company - we began our journey 21 years ago, in the bush of Alaska with our dire need for 
a better game bag, this set into motion a 6 year quest to find just the right preforming fabric. The design was already in place 
on that Alaska moose hunt dealing with wolves, bear, public coolers and the difficulty dealing with heavy canvas game bags, 
nearly spoiling our game meat. From the time of our conception to now, we have set our foundation as a company developing 
durable quality products that truly made field sense. We now have over 160+ product items and counting, all made for the 
most extreme conditions from the Southern Rockies to Alaska. You can now find Caribou Gear products around the world and 
all major leading sporting good outlets in the USA.

http://WWW.CARIBOUGEAR.COM/
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